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Events

- Presentation by C. Cooremans, “M_Key project and the drivers of energy-efficiency investment in businesses”, workshop on energy transition and companies’ competitiveness, March 3, 2016, Lausanne

Collaboration, new partnerships

M_Key survey has started in partnership with twelve cantonal energy offices. Six cantons in the German side of Switzerland -Argovie, Luzern, Schwyz, Turgovie, Schaffhausen, Zürich- and the six French-speaking cantons -Genève, Fribourg, Jura, Neuchâtel, Valais, Vaud- have accepted to send out the electronic questionnaire to large-scale energy consumers.

Meetings will be organized in several cantons during autumn, in partnership with cantonal energy authorities, to describe the findings of M_Key survey and get in contact with large-scale energy consumers for the 2nd step of the empirical research: the face-to-face interviews.